New IDP arrivals recorded during the period

- **Borno**
  - 110 individuals (INDs) arrived at Bama during the reporting period. These include 57 INDs who arrived at General Hospital Camp from Gulumba ward of Bama, 9 INDs who arrived at General Hospital Camp from Mokolo in Cameroon and 39 INDs who arrived at Banki Camp from Dusuman (Jere), Kumshe and Gulumba areas of Bama.
  - 221 INDs arrived from Buni Gari in Buni Yadi LGA of Yobe State. They are in need of shelter, food, NFIs and health support.
  - 7 INDs arrived at Mbala in Chibok from Arahan Kunu in Mubi North LGA of Adamawa State.
  - 32 INDs arrived at Damboa during the reporting period. These include 16 INDs who arrived at General Hospital Camp from Buka in Mulgwi Ward of Damboa LGA, 13 INDs who arrived at Abori Gate Camp from Konduga LGA and 3 INDs who arrived at Abori Gate Camp from Kafa/Mafi ward of Damboa LGA.
  - 169 INDs arrived at Dikwa and 17 INDs left Dikwa during the reporting period. These include 72 INDs who arrived at 20-Housing Unit Camp from nearby Muliya and Walasa wards in Dikwa, 97 INDs who arrived at 20-Housing Unit Camp from Gulumba ward in Bama and 17 INDs who left Dikwa for Gwange in Maiduguri, M.C.
  - 345 INDs arrived at Gwoza during the reporting period. These include 171 INDs who returned to Gwoza town from Adamawa State, 17 INDs who arrived at Gwoza town from Fori in Bale Galtimari ward of Gwoza, 27 INDs who arrived at Pulka Transit Camp from neighbouring wards in Gwoza, 79 INDs who arrived from Kirawa in Cameroon, 47 INDs who returned to Gwoza Wakanke from Maisandari in Maiduguri M.C. and 4 INDs who arrived at Gwoza 20-Housing Unit Camp from Warve ward of Gwoza LGA.
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